Facing new possibilities:
High-tech materials for facades and surfaces.
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Visionary materials:
For visionary architects.
Who says that industrial products cannot be beautiful?
ANDRITZ engineers and manufactures products for various
industries. Some of these products include wire mesh fabrics
and precisely perforated plates that are used for forming and
filtering in industry. Seen in a different light, these products are
not only functionally superb, but aesthetically pleasing as well.
This gave rise to the vision of refining these products so they
would appeal to architects and constructors searching for
façades and building surfaces that are long-lasting, strong, and
have an undeniably stylish, contemporary look.
A bit more aesthetic

Turning things inside out

The impetus for our work came from the

No longer are these surfaces hidden in-

desire to design structural and surface ele-

side machines and industrial complexes.

ments that are high-performing technically,

ANDRITZ offers a portfolio of architectural

and visually unique. Elements which inspire

fabrics – from the ARTOS metal mesh series

a sensation of spaciousness. What began

to metal facade elements that are perforated,

initially as small-scale interior thinking, expan-

embossed, and punched – that display a

ded to a program to take on large surfaces

new external appearance and offer great

and dress buildings in beauty. The results

functionality.

are highly appealing to both architects and
builders alike – structural elements and
surfaces which are unparalleled in terms of
durability, flexibility, ease of installation, and
value perception.

Bangkok Suvarnabhumi Airport

Benefits:
 High translucency
 Flexible in one direction
 Customizable mesh sizes
 Structurally stable
 Resistant to corrosion and
harsh weather

ARTOS architectural metal
mesh

Embossed facade elements

Perforated facade elements

SonoPerf sound insulation

Fine surfaces that catch the eye and invite

An attractive way to screen out both noise

Microslots provide the technical basis for first-

Uncompromising stability and elegance in a

investigation. When used as flooring, the

and sunlight – and ensure privacy. Can be

class sound absorption. Custom-produced

steel mesh material. Impressively flexible and

subtle relief patterns offer a comfortable

anodized, powder-coated for a color match,

from precious metals, the microslotted panels

unrivalled when it comes to translucency.

grip and prevent slipping.

or can feature intricately cut designs.

form a solid sound barrier.

ARTOS architectural metal mesh:
Unsurpassed elegance with great variety.
Architects and designers alike value the properties of ARTOS metal mesh. Very few
materials can accommodate the apparent contradiction of openness and closure at the
same time. Metal mesh masterfully interweaves form, function, and versatility in both
indoor and outdoor settings. With its unique quality and appearance, ARTOS mesh in
different lengths can be adapted to any structure.
A mere facade? Far from it. ARTOS offers
a wide range of appearances for diverse
applications. Refined and dressed in steel,
ARTOS exceeds expectations with a keen
sense of current trends.
Impressive ARTOS constructions can be
suspended from the ceiling. ARTOS handles
any task with expertise: indoors and outdoors, in detail, and on a large scale.
When it comes down to the bare facts, ARTOS delivers every step of the way, in terms
of design and its range of applications, from
flooring to partitions to sunshades.

Princesshay, Exeter – multi-story car park
The double layer creates a moiré pattern
Berlin Wall viewing platform

Deceptively solid – the impression that contemporary
architecture conveys.

Creating graceful and spacious areas: ARTOS lays it
open with an unobstructed views upwards.

Easily installed: a look at and behind the facade shows
its flexible installation.

In no uncertain terms:
ARTOS stands for durability and functionality.
Stainless steel is a material that epitomizes durability and elegance with a highly attractive finish.
Virtually anything is possible with this material. The ARTOS team, drawing on experience and
technical knowledge, is ready to help you see your project through to completion – from Bochum
to Bangkok, from a trade fair to an airport.
Firmly fixed

Sparkling clean

Every project starts with a plan. And every

The quality finish of ARTOS metal mesh en-

Benefits:

plan starts with knowing what is technically

sures that it can resist the whims of weather.

 Universal stainless steel

possible. We help you achieve your specific

The mesh is corrosion-resistant and easy to

mesh for architects and

goals for installation of our products with

clean. Environmental factors such as extreme

tried and tested ARTOS mounting prin-

humidity, chlorinated water, salt air, deicing

ciples for upper and/or intermediate fixing

sprays, or aggressive pollution are taken into

simplicity, and structure

points. To ensure flaxibility in installation,

consideration by our ARTOS team early in

 Precious metal wire mesh

we offer lower fixing points with tension-

the planning stage. ARTOS specialists can

available for visually striking

spring or compression-spring brackets,

offer examples and ask questions to help

designs

frame constructions, angle profiles, and

you look beyond the obvious conditions to

 Depending on the viewing

rod strainers. Stainless steel hooks, easy

cover all eventualities – including factors that

perspective, ARTOS mesh

to disassemble, secure the steel mesh to

may initially seem irrelevant, but could prove

the ceiling and floor.

crucial from a wider perspective.

designers
 Transparency, elegance,

either covers or reveals
 Depending on lighting,
ARTOS mesh either casts
shadows or appears
transparent
 When moving, the viewer
is presented with an everchanging impression of the
architectural form

Uptown Munich

Artos beta: handsome stainless steel backdrop
achieves a center-stage appearance.

Artos lambda: solid impression, delicately reflected –
something to rest your eyes on.

Artos sigma: raising the curtain – facade cladding
with close-mesh perfection.

Artos gamma: flexibility in a fine mesh structure.

Artos sigma 6: rigid in one direction, flexible in the
other, and ideal for any facade.

Embossed facade elements:
Striking surface options.
A striking appearance, functional aesthetics, and uncompromising attention to detail
will surely catch the eye of the beholder. Thanks to our decades of experience and
expertise in processing embossed metals, we can help you make your mark. Our
embossed products go far beyond standard round or square design and help you
push the boundaries of your vision.
The possibilities seem endless when it comes

materials. Architects will benefit from our

to lasting impressions in panels used for

knowledge of embossed metals: knowledge

surface cladding. Especially when handled

which we are happy to demonstrate and

by specialists with a long tradition and unique

share. Our depth of expertise enables you

knowledge of producing and installing em-

to source elements from one supplier, with

bossed metal plates. Facade design, quality,

the assurance that skilled professionals are

and surface finish can be redefined thanks

handling every stage of the planning and

to a new awareness of these embossed

production process.

In harmony: a rigid structure unites the surfaces.

All-weather material: stainless steel always looks best.

Perforated aluminum facade, Regensburg
Non-slip properties: eye-catching and safe to walk on.

Elsässer Tor, Basel

Entirely superficial

Benefits:

The flexibility of the product, combined with

 Top-quality building facades

our experience in plant construction, pro-

 Certified anti-slip properties

vide the fundamental building blocks for us

 Harmonious visual appear-

when producing impressive made-to-order

ance

surfaces. Fueled by a passion for innovation,

 Extremely weather-resistant

we develop our own processing tools to

 Lasting visual value

achieve the facade properties you desire.

 Vivid impression
 Plays with the sunlight

A diverse spectrum of production methods can accommodate the range from individual, detailed specifications to bulk reproducable projects.

Punched and perforated metal surfaces:
The holes that fill the gap.

SonoPerf sound insulation panels:
Wave-breaking innovation.

The materials that architects and designers dream of are everyday tools of the trade for ANDRITZ.
We produce punched metal sheets which are easily assembled into complete facades and
ceilings. A variety of materials; anodized or powder-coated; smooth, punched or micro-perforated
with a laser – this is what we offer. Working together, we can create functional and beautiful
realities: sunshade lamellas, baffles, blinds, room dividers, or functional seating.

Undisturbed communication – whether in public places, corporations, educational
institutions, or private homes – is desirable and often times necessary. SonoPerf
panels create the right sound conditions in virtually any building in an aesthetic and
“invisible” way. The secret is in the innovative micro-perforations.

We are experts in perforation and micro-per-

SonoPerf redefines the sound barrier. A

At close viewing, the micro-slotted panels

micro-slotted panel (slot widths from 0.3–

give the impression of a solid surface and

1 mm) offers beauty and sound absorption

offer excellent absorption values (0.95 αs).

in one element. The panels can be powder-

Even with virtually invisible slots, the free

coated or stainless steel, depending on

area is sufficient for the highest absorption

the surface look you are aiming for. The

class. This unique panel can be used in

impressive SonoPerf acoustic element can

many different applications: acoustic ceilings,

be backed with an acoustic fabric (thin fleece

floating ceiling panels, movable walls and

or mineral wool).

partitions, furniture front panels, screens for

foration of metallic materials. These materials
are extremely versatile and fill the gaps in our
architectural product range. Thanks to our
in-house state-of-the-art production tools,
we can handle virtually any perforation task.
This mastery of in-house production and
all support functions adds valuable group
synergies to achieve reliability of delivery.

Benefits:
 Stylish, avant-garde, weather-resistant
 A very large range of perforation possibilities
 High value-added from in-house production expertise
 Compliance with structural requirements
 Special perforation options for air flow
 Hole patterns according to special needs
 Special construction for round and angular elements on request

workstations, and sound-absorbing baffles
for noise reduction in aircraft.

Benefits:
 Sound absorption even
without acoustic fleece
 Visual effect like a solid
material
 Excellent absorption values
up to class A
 Ease of shaping and installation comparable to that of
solid sheet metal
 Many applications
 Can be used in hygienic
environments

Punched panel facade, Regensburg car park

Printed SonoPerf panel for noise reduction

SonoPerf: Aluminum blank

Our standard perforated sheets offer many possible applications and alternatives. Customized solutions are also possible.

SonoPerf: Aluminum, powder-coated in white

A business partner you can trust:
ANDRITZ lends a helping hand.

All for one

One for all

Our customers are our most precious asset.

The ANDRITZ Group’s global presence and

We work closely with each customer to

network of companies ensures our custo-

ensure that our products help them achieve

mers access to high-quality products and

their goals for functionality, beauty, and eco-

worldwide support. ANDRITZ consistently

nomy. We stand ready to help with planning

delivers top-class products and services.

a project, offering technical advice, providing
innovative approaches, and assisting with
installation.

ANDRITZ Kufferath GmbH
Lommessemstrasse 32–36
52353 Düren, Germany
Phone: +49 (2421) 8010
kufferath@andritz.com

ANDRITZ Fiedler GmbH
Weidener Straße 9
93057 Regensburg, Germany
Phone: +49 (941) 64010
andritz-fiedler@andritz.com
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